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INT. TOMMY’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
TOMMY OF BAPHAMONT, a devil demon is tossing and turning in
bed. Loud noise and muffled screaming comes from another
apartment. Tommy opens his eyes and stares at the ceiling. He
groans infuriated, and gets out of bed.
CUT TO:
INT. APARTMENT HALLWAY -MINUTES LATER
Tommy stands in the hallway in his bathrobe, knocks on an
apartment door. Muffled noise comes from the other side.
TOMMY
Paul? Come on Paul, it’s 3 in the
morning!
No answer. Frustrated, Tommy pushes the door handle and sees
its unlocked. He opens the door and enters.
INT. PAUL’S APARTMENT (CONTINUOUS)
Tommy enters the apartment. Kitchen appliances and furniture
are flying all over the place. GEORGINA, the Wife, is pinned
to the ceiling by a supernatural force, SCREAMING. The
husband, ROLAND, fires a shotgun at the TV where a demon face
appears laughing! The shotgun does no damage.
ROLAND
I want my daughter back you spawn
from HELL!
AMANDA, a little girl appears on the screen, screaming in
terror.
AMANDA
Daddddy! Help meeee!
Tommy sees an iPhone flying through the air and grabs it.
Looking on the screen, he sees the same demon face we saw on
the bigger TV. It’s PAUL THE POLTERGEIST.
TOMMY
Damn it, Paul! This is madness, I’m
trying to sleep!
PAUL
Well looky looky, if it isn’t the
celebrity writer next door!
(MORE)

2.
PAUL (CONT'D)
You really shouldn’t have given up
on horror novels! Satan’s Supper is
a great read man!
TOMMY
(sarcastic)
I’m pleased as punch you like my
horror novels. Now give these
people their daughter back. NOW.
PAUL
I’m not sure I like your attitude,
buddy boy! You see, I’m sucking the
essence of human souls here. And
right now I’m in the mood for a
late night snack!
Tommy rolls his eyes frustrated.
PAUL (CONT’D)
By the way, you’ve been so passive
lately! I mean, writing romance
novels and shit?! What’s that all
about!
TOMMY
Look, either cut the noise or there
will be real Hell to pay.
PAUL
Or what? You’ll “incinerate” me
with your demon powers? Guess what
horn dick, I’m a supernatural force
from the other world...SUCKA! Now
take a hike!
The camera lunges forward on Tommy ala Evil Dead supernatural
force. Tommy flies out of the apartment and slams into the
hallway wall. The apartment door to Paul’s place swings
shut.
TOMMY
That’s it Paul! That’s it! Tomorrow
I’m calling a psychic midget!
CUT TO:
EXT. LAST DINER ON THE LEFT - LATER THAT DAY
We see Jasko Apartments, and pan down next door to a small
diner.
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INT. LAST DINER ON THE LEFT (CONTINUOUS)
It’s breakfast with Tommy’s group of friends. HORRORELLA a
female Freddy Krueger type, her adopted children, MOANA (Wet
Girl from THE RING), LITTLE MIKEY (Michael Meyers child),
Ghosts SPOOK, DUKE, and Tommy are sitting at a diner booth
having breakfast.
HORRORELLA
Ugh. It’s just hard with kids,
y’know? I mean, being both a single
mom and your publicist, I can’t
even remember the last time I had
free time to myself, let alone
binge watch an entire season of
Golden Girls.
SPOOK
Yeah, but you gotta see it.
DUKE
You gotta. It’s Netflix.
TOMMY
Yeah, I’ve heard good things.
We see Lil’ Mikey and Moana playing. Mikey stabs Moana in
the head with a knife! She then raises her hands and blood
comes out of Mikey’s eyes on his mask. No reaction at all.
Tommy lets out a big yawn.
HORRORELLA
Tommy, you look exhausted.
TOMMY
Sorry Horrella. It’s my neighbor
Paul. He was haunting all night
long next door.
HORRORELLA
Funny, I didn’t hear him. Then
again, I’m two floors below you.
What about you Spook and Duke?
SPOOK
He don’t bother us!
DUKE
Then again, we don’t sleep.
TOMMY
(sighs)
I don’t know.
(MORE)
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TOMMY (CONT'D)
I have to get the daughter back
somehow. But what can I do? Helping
humans is breaking demon law. I
have a deadline on my new romance
novel and the landlord is shit for
brains.
SPOOK
You can always try possession.
TOMMY
What do you mean?
DUKE
We possess the husband and wife.
Gets us right in without polterboy
knowing.
HORRORELLA
But Tommy, as your publicist I have
to warn you. If anyone finds out
you helped out humans, that could
mean serious trouble for you.
TOMMY
(smiles)
Hey, a demon’s gotta be sneaky.
(to Spook And Duke)
Lets do it!
Tommy fist bumps Duke, but his hand goes right through
Duke’s.
Oh,right.

TOMMY (CONT’D)

EXT. JASKO APARTMENT BUILDING - LATER THAT DAY
Tommy, Horrorella, and Spook and Duke stand outside the
apartment building with the Roland and Georgina.
ROLAND
I don’t know about this. We’ve
never been possessed before.
HORRORELLA
Oh don’t worry, it’s just like
having a person rent your body.
GEORGINA
That’s supposed to make me feel
better?!
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Before they can answer, Spook and Duke merge with Roland and
Georgina, possessing their bodies.
HORRORELLA
(gleeful)
I love messing with humans.
INT. PAUL’S APARTMENT - MINUTES LATER
DUKE/GEORGINA kicks in the door. Spook and Duke walk into the
apartment, Spook is carrying a bundle of rope. Appliances and
furniture fly around the room. They approach a TV Screen on
the wall. Paul’s Demon face appears on the screen.
PAUL
Well look who’s back!
SPOOK/ROLAND
Give us our daughter.
Yeah.

DUKE/GEORGINA

PAUL
Oh ho ho! Well guess what mom and
dad...the only way into my world is
through the closet!!
A closet door opens with bright white light coming out of it.
DUKE/GEORGINA
You’re in the closet.

Yes!

PAUL
(squealing)

SPOOK/ROLAND
(to Duke)
See? I told you he was lonely.
Right.

DUKE/GEORGINA

PAUL
Wha- hey! Hey hey hey! What’s that
supposed to mean?!
SPOOK/ROLAND
You should know there’s some great
poltergeist bars downtown!
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EVIL DEAD CAM on Spook/Husband and Duke/Wife, who go flying
back and get pinned to the wall.
PAUL
I’m starting to think you two
aren’t who you say you are...
SPOOK/ROLAND
I think that’s our cue Duke!
Duke/Georgina pulls a bottle of water from her pocket, rips
of the cap with her teeth and pours the water on the ground.
Lightning comes out of the water!
PAUL
What?! What’s goin on??
MOANA rises out of the water floating in the air. She is
carrying a rope. She drops the rope and enters the closet
PAUL (CONT’D)
I knew it! I’m coming after you!
Paul leaves the TV screen. Roland and Georgina’s bodies fall
from the wall and land on the couch. SPOOK AND DUKE FLY OUT
OF THEIR BODIES!
SPOOK/DUKE
Coo Coo! Ka-kaw! Ka-kaw!
Tommy and Horrorella run into the apartment. Horrorella picks
up the rope and tosses the slack to Tommy. The both pull on
the rope.
TOMMY
Pull tight, Horrorella!
Horrorella pulls tightly on the rope. Amanda comes flying out
of the closet, landing on top of Tommy!
Moana runs out of the closet.
SPOOK
We got her!
DUKE
Let’s get her out of here!
A GIANT DEMONIC RODENT HEAD Bursts through the closet door!
It’s multiple tongues grab Tommy, Horrorella, and Amanda
dragging them slowly into it’s mouth. Spook and Duke grab
hold of the kitchen counter trying not to get sucked into the
demon mouth. Paul reappears on TV.
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PAUL
Ah...I get it now, Tommy. You’ve
been helping these people out. I
believe that’s against demon law!
And like the law says...
(voice darkens)
No Good Deed goes UNPUNISHED!
Little Mikey appears in the entrance of the apartment! He
runs up the wall, then does a backflip, landing in front of
the monster. With his knives he cuts off the demon tounges,
freeing the others. They all escape out the apartment door!
PAUL (CONT’D)
YOU ASSHOLES! I SWEAR I’M GOING TO
COME OUT OF THIS SCREEN AND RIP
YOUR FUCKING HEADS OFF!! I WILL
HAVE MY REVENGE!!
They all leave. Paul is left by himself with his demon
rodent.
PAUL (CONT’D)
(sighs)
I hate my life.
CUT TO:
EXT. JASKO APARTMENT BUILDING
Everyone meets in front of the apartment building.
and Georgina hug Amanda knowing that she’s safe.

Roland

ROLAND
You did it! You saved our daughter!
Tommy sighs in relief.
and Moana.

Roland and Georgina walk up to Mikey

GEORGINA
In the name of the good Lord! He
shines upon you all!
Suddenly a knife BURSTS out of Roland and Georgina’s chests!
The knives retract, and the both parents fall dead. Behind
them we see Amanda holding the two large knives. She drops
the knives then looks at her parents bodies in horror.
AMANDA
MOMMY? DADDY?
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(confused)
Uhh...

TOMMY

Amandas neck suddenly contorts and retracts her head.
Everyone looks at each other. What’s going on. Amanda raises
her head.
AMANDA
(in pauls voice)
NO GOOD DEED GOES UNPUNISHED!
Amanda then laughs maniacally! She runs between Mikey and
Moana and runs off into the distance.
Spook, Duke, Tommy, and Horrorella. Stand speechless watching
her go.
SPOOK
Well, that’s settled. Golden Girls?
:BLACK OUT
THE END

